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Rod
Library

This year marks the 100th
anniversary that the
University of Northern Iowa
will celebrate the traditions
of homecoming. Stop by
the display near the Book Bistro to see the
display. This display shows how UNI embodies
the spirit and history of the past, while
showcasing events for alumni, staff, and current
students to enjoy this year. Materials displayed
include peer-reviewed articles, homecoming
activity schedules, the school fight song, artifacts
from the Rod Library’s Special Collections unit
such as: medals, pins, buttons, and pictures. Feel
the pride for 100th year of homecoming at UNI.

Graduate Student Help

Are you a Graduate Student earning a gold medal
in the Overworked Olympics? Don’t worry, the
Rod Library’s got you. Join us on October 9 from
1-1:50 p.m. in room 373 as Dr. Leila Rod-Welch
gives you tips and tricks about using Rod Library
Online as a Graduate Student. Learn how to get
the most out of your research time without
pulling a muscle. Hope to see you here!

Flu Shot
We are hosting a Flu shot clinic in room 287.
Join us on Oct 2 from 10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. and
on Oct 10 from 1-4 p.m. to help keep the flu on
the run. Shots are $30 for students without
health insurance, or the Student Health Clinic
can file a claim with your
health insurance.
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Stop by the Learning Commons to see
the exhibit that traces UNI’s relationship
with the LGBTQ community from 1960 to
the present. The timeline shows the
continuous strides and activism towards
equality, rights and the pushback that the
LGBTQ+ community continues to face. UNI
Gender and Sexuality Services will also be
hosting events and activities. In conjunction
with the exhibit, join us in costume for “Wiki
Loves Pride Halloween Edition.” We will be
improving the representation of LGBT+ folks
and topics on Wikipedia while enjoying candy, a
selfie wall, queer wiki buttons, and games. All
are welcome. No prior Wikipedia experience

Open Access Week

October 21-27 is Open Access Week! Did you
know last year alone UNI students saved $129,
715 due to open textbook adoptions? Open
Access seeks to return scholarly publishing to its
original purpose: to spread knowledge and
allow that knowledge to be built upon in a free
and open environment. Rod Library supports
open
12/7 access by promoting and maintaining UNI
ScholarWorks.
The purpose of UNI ScholarWorks
8
is to showcase, in a highly visible and
comprehensive manner, the knowledge,
creativity, and innovative spirit of the University
in a free and open environment. For more
information about ScholarWorks see:
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/. For more
information about open access see:
http://www.openaccessweek.org/
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